
Glenbrooks - GBS Facilities
Welcome! We are so glad you’re here!

Where Do I Come In?
Please only come in through doors O or OO. O faces the football stadium. OO is in between the
sportsball dome (circle shaped) and the autos area. If you’re bussing I’d recommend OO.
Please do not try to come in other doors as security gets upset.

Park wherever you want.

How Do I Get On the Wifi?
Just use D225 guest. It’ll hold up for us IF we are decentralized - when you come in head
straight to a classroom/war room instead of heading to the cafeteria. We are fine with you being
in classrooms prior to pairings.

Where on Earth is My Room?
We feel your pain. There is a map on the tab main page, maps attached to the pairings, maps
on the walls near the pits, and maps at each main tournament table. Additionally, Neel Patel
(one of our lovely sophomores) has included a cheat sheet below.

Top Level--- (Look here for o/v of general locations)

Use this as a cross reference to the map.
Everything is in relative direction from OO
(North Entrance)

1100s/2100s
When your room number is in the 1100s (RED) - It is in the OLD Pit - which is the
hallway that is parallel to the cafeterias (go down that hallway) - see the desk near the stairs (go

straight until you see the flight of stairs)for more info.2100s (RED) are in the same
area on the second floor. FInd the main staircase and go up it to reach the upper floors.



1200’s/
When your room number is in the 1200’s (BLUE) - It contains the area between the
old and new pit. Contains, Cafeterias, Library, dean's office, and surrounding classrooms. It is
the GENERAL area to the right of where you entered. (DOOR OO) - labeled north entrance on
your map. (gray above the west cafeteria)

1300’s/2300s
When your room number is in the1300’s (GREEN) or 2300 - Go directly
straight from Door OO (The north entrance) towards the library and the auditorium (Go past it)
and you will find the new pit. FInd the main staircase and go up it to reach the upper floors

1400’s
When your room number is in the1400’s (PURPLE) - From Door OO (North
Entrance) Go straight past the cafeteria on your left until you reach the first, hallway to your right
some of the classrooms are there, or follow the original path and the second right contains
some of the classrooms

Helpful Hints - Getting Around
Staircases on the rotunda - right in the middle of the pit when you entered - easiest
place to get to the second floor.

Maps in front of each pit - See the tables with GBS students to get some help with directions.

Lost ? - Any time you can’t find a room go to the pits and ask any one of the students seated on the
table right at the entrance.



The link - the link is a huge super hallway which connects the two pits to get to it you either
need to go to the new or old pit. - look above to get to the pits. Very easy to get from the old and
new pits.

When you are in the new pit to get to it you have to go to either of the first two hallways to
the left when you enter from OO. (It is the direction that the stairs are feeding into; when you go
down the stairs it is the first two hallways to where you are facing

When you are in theOLD PIT to get to it you have to go to any of the hallways to the right of
where you entered relative to OO or the entrance. (It is the direction that the stairs are feeding
into; when you go down the stairs it is all of the hallways where you are facing.

Accessibility and Inclusion
Elevator - These are in a very weird pocket of the school (Sorry!) - There are 2 elevators.

When your room starts at 2300 you go straight from door oo until you reach the new pit (see the
green part earlier for help with that), when you reach the new pit turn left immediately and keep
going until you see the elevators on your right.

When your room starts at 2100 go to the OLD Pit (see the 1300 section above for more detail)
which is the first left around the cafeteria to the left when you enter. When you get to the OLD
PIT go straight past the stairs and health office then turn right. Keep going until you see the
elevator on your right.

Bathroom accessibility -
They have changed all student bathrooms to be accessible. If additional measures are needed,
there is an adaptive bathroom in the old pit that we can show you.

Gender neutral bathrooms
There are two different locations where you can find Gender Neutral Bathrooms.
1 in the old pit.
1 Near the judges lounge.

OLD PIT (2100) You can find these when you turn left at the first hallway after immediately
entering the old pit (see above about finding the old pit.) (it is the direction directly opposite to
the direction that the stairs are facing



Second Gender neutral bus: Go to the old pit, then stop after the east cafeteria
to the left will be a hallway go down it and they are near the judges lounge.

Lactation rooms +Sensory Rooms
-If needed please Email Alyssa - acorrigan@glenbrook225.org. We have tricks up our sleeve.

Where Can I Cut Cards Etc?
The link is a great place to find random tables with some natural light.

Judges Lounge
It’s in the staff caf. Minions will point you in the right direction.

Food
All students and all adults should go through the cafeteria line. Lunch is included in your entry
fees.

The judges lounge is in the staff caf. You will find coffee etc. there.

If you want additional fancy stuff (fancy coffee, extra snacks) there is a concessions area near
the gym.

Specific Tricky Rooms

1203A Dean’s office conference - When you are in the dean's office/admissions office make a
right in the top right corner and keep going. The last room on your right labeled 1203 a is your
room.

PE L505 - Go right from where you entered (Door OO) and go right down the stairs and it’s the
first classroom on the right. It’s under the gym (I swear it’s less gross than it sounds).

Auditorium - Couches area outside of the auditorium - if you are in the auditorium facing the
stage it is to the right.

Auditorium house - This is the main area of the auditorium.

mailto:acorrigan@glenbrook225.org


1200Z Student Services - When you are in the dean's office/admissions office go straight
through the student services door, and go all the way down. Past the college and career center
sign. Straight until you see a left turn, don't take it, the conference room on your right a little bit
forward labeled “Student services conference room” (1200z). There will also be a sign on the
door with the glenbrooks logo on it.

2117D v 2117- If your room is 2117D it is in a conference room to the left of where you enter the
room. If it is, you are debating in the portion of the office near Alyssa Corrigans desk. (follow
directions at the top to find the office)

1209C (Maranto’s Office) - This is Alyssa’s boss’s office - be nice to it please! It’s in the center of
the school next to SAO conference. It’s right across from the East Caf.

1100Q Conference Main Office - First find the main office. Go first to the old pit (See above) and
then make a right to the link (See above) and the main office is on the left when you are in the
link. After you enter the main office the room you are looking for is the first one on the right.

OLD PIT Rotundas

2a When you go up the stairs go the hallway to the left, then make another left and go straight.
You will find the rotunda 2a. It is the open space by the stairs. There are signs everywhere. It’s a
semi circle.

2b When you go up the stairs go to the hallway that is right to you then go right again till you see
a circular area containing stairs and is labeled 2b. It’s a semi circle.

NEW PIT Rotundas

3a
This is the upper new pit by the street. Go all the way to the end of the hallway past the
classrooms. It’s a semi circle.

3b
This is the upper new pit by the center school. Go all the way to the end of the hallway past the
classrooms. It’s a semi circle.

1500s - these are health classrooms. They’re in the sportsball area near the West Gym.


